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the Great wrote in French. A French historian had previously
declared, " He shared with Voltaire the intellectual supremacy
of the eighteenth century."*
Apart from " Polish Prussia " and Silesia (the first of which
has since been wholly lost, the second partially), Frederick's
great contribution to the development of the Prussian State
was the bureaucracy. He did not originate the famous Prussian
bureaucracy; this was the work, substantially, of his father,
Frederick William I, who in 1723 created the General Finance,
War and Domains Directory, the supreme, co-ordinating
* college * or board, controlling all the central and provincial
officials.
Frederick the Great's kingdom was a ' managed state/ with
a * planned economy,' in which all industry, commerce, and
even social relations were directed by the King. The sole
object of this system was to produce the maximum possible
revenue, so as to maintain the huge Prussian Army and ensure
the greatness of the Prussian State. Everything was sub-
ordinated to the production of revenue, or, rather, to the King's
ideas of the way in which revenue could be obtained. The
officials were allowed no initiative at all; they were governed
by inflexible regulations; they were driven ruthlessly and
were paid little. Travaitter pour U rot de Pmsse was the phrase
used in Europe for being treated with meanness and ingratitude.
The Prussian bureaucracy was conducted on the collegiate
or c board ' system, as contrasted with the French bureaucracy,
which had the personal or chef de bureau system.2 In the
Prussian bureaucracy, down to about the year 1770, there was
no genuine head of a department or chief of a section, with
personal responsibility. There were officials with the title of
Minister of Finance, Minister of War, and others, but they
were merely agents of the King and of the official boards.
1	C. Paganel, Histoire de Joseph II (1843), p. 344: "J7 partagectit aoec
Voltaire la monarchic intettectuette du dix-huitieme si&cle"
2	The English Civil Service in the eighteenth century had both systems,
but the chef de bweau, or permanent Under-Secretary of State, has now
superseded all boards, except the Board of Customs and the Board of Inland
Revenue.

